
TENTH DAY: THE TENEBROUS TUNNEL

 After planning the route we decided that we will leave for tomorrow the cruise and the train. Today 
we go to Lom. The trip has all the possible variations, of landscapes, climate and roads. 150 Km 
crossing The National Park of Jotunheimen, with impressive views, the highest tips, two meters 
of snow in some points and we are near August. When we already arrived at the highest part and a 
hard rain falls we gather a German hitchhiker. As of this moment the way is of slope. We leave the 
adventurer who speaks some words in Spanish when arriving at the population. We visit the 
medieval church. A wood jewel. It is incredible that a building of this class can have more than 
nine hundred years. The interior is wonderful but they have not let to us photograph it. 

We go to the “Presthaugen Bygdemuseum”, the museum of houses outdoors. It costs to find. The 
houses are very well but the one of Oslo, the “Norsk Folkemuseum”, we liked rather than this one. 
We postpose the visit to the Nigardsbreen glacier in Gjerde, the trip has been exhausting. We 
continue and we take the deviation towards Ornes that is to 29 km by a road of a single car. In all 
the passage we have only found three vehicles. The tunnels are narrow, without lights and 
tenebrous . The last one with fog. It really scares. The graceful note has been that we have seen 
three almost black otters playing and running by the highway. We arrive and they make us to park 
more than one kilometer where is the oldest church of Norway. We raise to a very large slope, until 
the little village. Lola has refused to pay the entrance to see it so I have visited alone. I have 
remained very disappointed. It is seen that the foundations do not hold and is full of antiaesthetic 
subjections. All the interior has been transferred. 

We take the ferry towards Solvorn, to the other side of the Lusterfjord. We buy some things and 
Lola prepares a fantastic dinner in our small house.

(Sorry, my English is so bad. Page translated with “Yahoo Babel Fish”)
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